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Integrating and Extending BIRT (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2008
The world-wide developer community has downloaded over three million copies of BIRT (Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools) from the Eclipse web site. Built on the open-source Eclipse platform, BIRT is a powerful reporting system that provides an end-to-end solution, from creating and deploying reports to integrating report capabilities in...
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Advanced RenderMan: Creating CGI for Motion Pictures (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 1999

	Advanced RenderMan: Creating CGI for Motion Pictures is precisely what you and other RenderMan users are dying for. Written by the world's foremost RenderMan experts, it offers thoroughly updated coverage of the standard while moving beyond the scope of the original RenderMan Companion to provide in-depth information on...
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OpenGL Data Visualization CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 35 hands-on recipes to create impressive, stunning visuals for a wide range of real-time, interactive applications using OpenGL


	About This Book

	
		Get acquainted with a set of fundamental OpenGL primitives and concepts that enable users to create stunning visuals of arbitrarily complex 2D and 3D...
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PDF Reference: Version 1.4 (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2002
The official guide to the Portable Document Format.

This book details the most current specification of Adobe Systems' Portable Document Format (PDF), the de facto standard for electronic information exchange. PDF enables documents created on any platform or with any application to be reliably viewed and printed anywhere. More...
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Digital Modeling of Material Appearance (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007

	Computer graphics systems are capable of generating stunningly realistic images of objects that have never physically existed. In order for computers to create these accurately detailed images, digital models of appearance must include robust data to give viewers a credible visual impression of the depicted materials. In particular, digital...
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Avid Liquid 7 for Windows: Visual QuickPro GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
"This best-selling reference's visual format and step-by-step, task-based instructions will have you up and running with this popular editing software in no time. In this completely updated edition of our best-selling guide to Avid Liquid (formerly known as Pinnacle Liquid), leading Avid evangelist and filmmaking consultant Paul Ekert uses...
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Blender 2.6 Cycles:Materials and Textures CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	With this book you'll be able to explore and master all that the Cycles rendering engine is capable of. From the basics right through to refining, this is a must-read if you're serious about the realism of your materials and textures.


	Overview

	
		Create naturalistic materials and textures - such as...
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Introducing Autodesk Maya 2016: Autodesk Official PressSybex, 2015

	Start modeling right away with this hands-on guide to learning Autodesk Maya 2016


	Introducing Autodesk Maya 2016 is the official guide to the most popular and complex 3D application on the market. Building from the ground up, this book combines straightforward text with practical examples that make it easy to...
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The Complete Guide to DAZ Studio 4Packt Publishing, 2013

	Bring your 3D characters to life with DAZ Studio


	Overview

	
		Learn to pose characters in a natural way with ease
	
		Apply morphs to create new characters with endless variations and discover how to use lighting effectively
	
		Covers DAWN: The new 3D figure on the block by Hivewire3D,...
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Pro SQL Server 2012 Reporting Services (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012

	At its core, the process of designing reports hasn’t changed substantially in the past 20 years. The report designer lays out report objects, which contain data from a known source of data, in a design application such as Reporting Services, Business Objects Reports, or Microsoft Access. He or she then tests report execution,...
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Advances in Multiresolution for Geometric Modelling (Mathematics and Visualization)Springer, 2004
Multiresolution methods in geometric modelling are concerned with the generation, representation, and manipulation of geometric objects at several levels of detail. Applications include fast visualization and rendering as well as coding, compression, and digital transmission of 3D geometric objects.

This book marks the culmination of the...
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INSIDE 3DS MAX® 7New Riders Publishing, 2003
The world of 3D modeling and animation is a complex one. Lucky for you, with  Inside 3ds max 7, you get not just one instructor but a team of expert  developers and trainers who cover the newly revised program from every angle.  Using case studies to uncover real-word solutions as well as hands-on tutorials  to help you arrive at practical answers...
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